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The object of the current research is Iskar river’s
catchment basin between Samokov town and Kokalyane village (Fig. 1). The subject of this study is the
distribution of massive gold, its explored alluvial placers, the ore deposits, the contemporary alluvium and
the ballasts. The goal is to trace the suitability of the

ballasts for breasting of placer gold as well as the
factors determining the appearance of the gold-bearing alluvium.
Iskar river’s catchment basin between Samokov
and Kokalyane has clearly-expressed asymmetry with
about 80% of it being to the west of the river. The

Fig. 1. Gold-bearing potential of the Quaternary deposits in part of Iskar river’s catchment basin
1, pebbles and sandstones (Holocene): a) alluvial, b) driftage; 2, pebbles and sandstones (Pleistocene): a) colluvial, b) fluvioglacial;
3, borders of Plana ore unit; 4, gold-bearing sources: a) porphyry-copper (1 — Studenets deposit, 2 — Karierata occurrence),
b) copper occurrences (3 — Popovyane, 4 — Yarlovo, 5 — Yasminov Rid); 5, watershed; 6, gold-bearing alluvial interval; 7, profile
line with drillholes; 8, ballasts (I — Koriyata, II — Popovyane, III — Pri rekata, IV — Indrizitsa, V — Indrinizitsa); 9, towns and
villages (S — Samokov, P — Popovyane, J — Yarlovo, D — Dolni Pasarel)
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catchment basins of many tributaries of Iskar river
are situated there. Palakarya river whose catchment
basin covers around 50% of the whole researched
region is a main tributary whereas the other rivers
such as Vouina, Plantshitsa, Vedena, etc. are far
smaller tributaries of Iskar river. Shipochanitsa river’s catchment basin is the only one of a large size to
the east of Iskar river.The wide valley of Palakarya
river and the valley of Iskar river located from Rila
mountain towards Pancharevo gorge compose
Samokov kettle.

Alluvial, colluvial
and fluvioglacial deposits
These deposits are mainly spread in Samokov kettle.
Valley-bed alluvial deposits cover a small widening
along Iskar river within Pancharevo gorge near Dolni Pasarel. Colluvial deposits cover a small kettle close
to Gorni Okol.
Palakarya river’s bed cuts into a terrace plain up
to several meters in depth. The terrace plain is 2 to 3
km wide and is covered by alluvial deposits that bilaterally touch colluvial deposits with width of over
1 km. Within Samokov kettle, Iskar river’s bed, too,
cuts into a terrace plain up to several meters in depth.
The terrace plain is covered by fluvioglacial deposits in the form of a drift spread from Rila mountain
to the lower course of the Palakarya river. Within the
drift, Prodanov elevation stands out among the fluvioglacial deposits.

Gold-bearing capacity
of the catchment basins
In the studied region, the rivers are thoroughly sampled for massive gold apart from the ones in the upper half of Vedena river’s catchment basin, Palakarya river itself in its middle and lover course and Iskar
river itself in Pancharevo gorge. Placer gold is mainly found in Palakarya river’s catchment basin. In this
basin, almost all of the right and left tributaries are
gold-bearing, the gold-bearing intervals along some
of them being up to 4—5 km in length. There are also
gold-bearing intervals along Iskar river above Iskar
dam. Along the rivers of the remaining catchment
basins, the samples lack massive gold except in rare
cases when just 1 or 2 samples contain gold.

Explored reserves
Drillholes with percussive boring for prospecting
gold-bearing alluvial placer were driven along a profile line on the Palakarya river’s terrace plain below
Yarlovo. Placer gold was established only in a few
samples which was why prospecting was stopped.
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Ballasts and their suitability
for gold breasting
Only inert materials (sands and gravels) have been extracted from all the ballasts in the studied region. There
are two ballasts along the course of Palakarya river.
They are right next to each other on the river’s terrace
plain, not far from Popovyane. Considering the data
for the gold-bearing capacity of Palakarya river’s catchment basin, both ballasts are suitable for gold bresting.
There are three ballasts situated consecutively
along the course of Iskar river, above the mouth of
Palakarya river. The production from these ballasts
represents inert materials from the terrace plain of
Iskar river. The suitability of the three ballasts for
gold breasting is unclear or rather tend to be unimportant because of the fluvioglacial origin of most
of the extracted inert materials and regardless of the
location of a gold-bearing interval along the river
quite near them.

Factors that determine the forming
of the gold-bearing alluvium
In the studied region, most of the ore deposits and
occurrences, which are of the porphyry copper, copper-lead-zinc and copper types, are related to Upper
Cretaceous Plana pluton and compose Plana ore unit.
Out of them, Studenets porphyry copper deposit and
Karierata, Popovyane, Yarlovo and Yasminov Rid copper-lead-zinc occurrences are gold-bearing. All
around them are rivers of a clearly expressed goldbearing potential. They are located in the upper half
of Palakarya river’s catchment basin. Therefore, a great
number of ore indications are probable direct sources
of gold similar to the ore deposits and occurrences.
Ore occurrences are also related to Upper Cretaceous Gutsal pluton. Their gold-bearing potential
has not been studied.
The importance of Lower Triassic and Pliocene clastic sediments as intermediate sources of gold is potential. However, it has only partially been examined.
Plana and Gutsal plutons have intensively weathered and their surfaces have turned into gruss. That
has been conducive to the liberation of massive gold
from the adjoining bedrocks and transporting it to
the valley beds.
In conclusion, the concentration of gold-bearing
deposits and occurrences mainly in Palakarya river’s catchment basin together with the thick gruss
overlaying the plutons are the main reason for the
high gold-bearing potential of Palakarya river’s terrace plain as suitable only for gold breasting. As for
the ballasts of Iskar river’s terrace plain, their suitability for gold breasting decreases to a great extent
because of the fluvioglacial origin of the extracted
inert materials.

